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Abstract

Sepsis is a life-threatening disease with high mortality
and expensive treatment. In order to improve the outcomes
of patients, it is important to detect at-risk patients with
sepsis at an early stage. This study focused on improv-
ing predicting sepsis 6-12 hours before the clinical diagno-
sis by using the most recent definition of Sepsis-3. Unlike
the previous work, the scoring metric that rewards early
predictions and penalizes false alarms. A stacking model,
which combined boosting and bagging tree models (light-
gbm, xgboost and random forest as base-learner and Lo-
gistic regression as meta-learner) was designed to predict
whether a patient will develop sepsis or not in the next 6
hours based on the current hour and past record clinical
data. The stacking model utilized the preprocessing data
and achieved a higher evaluate utility score than a single
ensemble tree model.

1. Introduction

Sepsis is a life-threatening disease when the body’s re-
sponse to infections cause tissue damage, organ failure
or death occurred [1]. Sepsis has become a global pub-
lic health problem due to high morbidity, mortality and
complex pathogenesis, especially in the intensive care unit
(ICU). Sepsis is also regarded as a costly disease, the
United States cost from $20 billion in 2011 increased to
more than $23 billion in 2013, approximately is 6.2 % of
all US hospital fee[2]. Early detection and targeted treat-
ment such as antibiotics have been shown are critical to
improve sepsis outcomes. Delayed treatment per hour is
associated with an approximately 4-8 % increase in mortal-
ity[3,4]. The definition of sepsis is also constantly updated.
The new recent definition of sepsis-3 is different from the
previous criterion, diagnose patients septic if their Sequen-
tial Organ Failure Assessment(SOFA) score identified by
a two-point deterioration within a 24-hour period[1]. The
aim of the Physionet/CinC 2019 challenge[5] was for early

6-12 hours detection of sepsis (sepsis-3 definition) from
clinical data.

Most of the researches about sepsis focused on the spe-
cific patient cohorts and used a different sepsis definition.
Calvert et al[6] proposed a model called InSight for early
detection of sepsis by systematic inflammatory response
syndrome(SIRs) criteria. Jin, He, et al[7] research focused
on trauma sepsis patients and Calvert, Jacob, et al [8] stud-
ied high-risk group aged 45 years or older patients for
diagnosis of sepsis. The majority of previous work con-
centrated on a single-center hospital, data mainly from the
public MIMIC database[9]. A robust model should be per-
formed similarly when generalized to other hospital sys-
tems. So multi-center clinical data provides the possibility
of testing for the versatility of the model. Recently many
studies have used new definitions of sepsis-3. Nemati [10]
demonstrated an interpretable machine learning for pre-
dicting sepsis onset 4-12 hour prior to clinical diagnosis.
Multiscale blood pressure and heart rate dynamic feature
extraction and Elastic Net logistic model were used to pre-
dict sepsis 4h prior to its onset by Shashikumar[11], Ro-
man Z Wang [12]compared three models (LR/SVM/LMT)
by extracting a random time window 48 to 6 hours prior
to the onset of sepsis . Their model mostly applied a sin-
gle machine learning method, stacking model is not uti-
lized for early sepsis issue to enhance the effect. In ad-
dition, evaluation matrices used in these studies were tra-
ditional scoring function, such as AUROC and AUPRC),
those evaluations are not a clinically significant way to re-
ward or punish early detection of false positives or over-
treatment. Therefore, the challenge describes a novel mea-
sure of a solution to the problem.

2. Methods

Data was prepared by the challenge organizers,
which were from three different electronic medical
record systems and hospitals. Hospital-A included
20336 patients (sepsis patients: 1790(8.8%), non -
sepsis:18546(91.2%)). Hospital-B included 20000 pa-



tients (sepsis:1142(5.7%),non-sepsis:18860(94.3%)).The
two labeled sets were posted for public download and
Hospital-C contained 24819 patients from the third hos-
pital system were sequestered as hidden test sets. Every
patient has a file hourly record the clinical data with 40
variables (e.g. heart rate, systolic blood pressure) and 1
sepsis label. (0 means not sepsis in the next 6 hour,1 means
sepsis happen in the next 6 hour). A large number of values
were missing because measurements were not so frequent
and were condensed into hourly bins. Positive and nega-
tive samples are extremely imbalance. To build a robust
model, preprocessing data is necessary.

2.1. Preprocessing

Considering close to the real world of true clinical data,
missing and erroneous data were intentionally not removed
as part of the challenge. Firstly we analyze the distribution
of data: The shortest ICU stay record was 8 hours and the
longest was 336 hours, most hospital length of ICU stay
are 20-35 hours in the two hospitals. About the sepsis pa-
tients, we excluded sepsis patients who labeled 1 from the
first hour. 203 and 223 sepsis patients were respectively
removed from hospital A and B. Additional sepsis patients
record from the first time labeled1 to the end record less
than 6 hours were also excluded to prevent a condition that
only in the last few hours patients has a label of 1. At last,
A/B hospital kept 1587/909 sepsis patients, non-sepsis pa-
tients did not change.

Then dealing with the missing data values. We summa-
rized 40 features missing rate and founded variables were
missing very badly especially laboratory values. EtCO2
was eliminated for the reason that hospital A has no value
records. We computed the mean values of each feature
from the two hospitals separately . Our impute strategy
was using the” pad” method, called carry-forward , where
filling the missing value with the previous non-missing
value. If a patient lack of any values of records variable,
groups mean values were utilized to impute. In the medical
field, generally speaking, missing value sometimes repre-
sents the normal value or keep the same as last measure-
ments. Table 1 showed part of hospital A/B overall mean
values of each feature.

As for sample imbalances problem, the negative and
positive ratio was close to 10:1. In our method, every hour
record was taken a sample, so we just chose different sam-
ple sizes. Not all the negative sample were needed. For
example, 1587 sepsis patients record files from hospitals A
were used to train, which included 103196 samples (only
15368 hours labeled as 1). In this case, We just used sep-
tic patients records that already included enough negative
samples, adding more negative samples was not necessary.
According to the score function,it rewards 6-12 hours early
prediction, We shifted the label, and the first time labeled

Table 1. A part of A/B sets overall feature mean value.
The overall feature mean values were calculated to fill NaN
values. if a patients missing all feature values, then filled
with mean value, otherwise used the previous record val-
ues to pad.

Features A mean B mean AB mean
HR 84.99 84.14 84.56

Temp 37.02 36.92 36.97
SBP 120.96 126.5 123.7
MAP 78.76 86.36 82.56
DBP 59.98 66.23 63.109
Resp 18.77 18.67 18.72
pH 7.38 7.37 7.37

Sa02 91.25 96.56 93.89
Creatinine 1.40 1.64 1.52

Bilirubin direct 3.11 1.06 2.05
Lactate 2.46 2.98 2.72

Bilirubin total 2.69 1.69 2.1
WBC 11.93 10.72 11.32

Platelets 199.61 191.45 195.53
Age 63.01 60.96 62.00

1 been moved forward for 12 hours based on the original
label in order to get more rewards.

2.2. Feature extraction

Based on the medical knowledge, we excluded 6 vari-
ables :EtCO2,Unit1,Unit2,Gender,BaseExcess, HospAdm-
Time, which were not related to sepsis or lack of val-
ues in hospital system.34 variables were kept and we
want to find the remained features which are important
and related to sepsis. Three tree-based models (light-
gbm,xgboost and random forest) were used to rank the im-
portance of the features by 5-fold cross-validation. The
Figure 1 showed the ranked average feature importance by
the three models. We conducted two experiments about
different numbers of features. First, we used the origi-
nal 34 features and to add rich representations from the
hours records data, maximum, minimum, mean values, and
trend information also been calculated. Features extended
to 170 dimensions. The second experiment was used 15
features:HR,Temp,SBP,MAP,DBP,Resp,pH,SaO2, Creati-
nine, Bilirubin-direct,Lactate,Bilirubin-total,WBC,Platelets,-
Age. Those were selected according to feature importance
and reference to related literature[13, 14].The experiments
in these articles were based on the selection of few im-
portant and easily available features for prediction. Be-
sides, trend information about the difference between the
predicted current hour and the previous hour also added.At
last 30 features were used to train the model.



Figure 1. Feature importances score

2.3. Model development

With the development of data-driven, machine learning
approaches about clinical data were applied widely. Stack-
ing is an ensemble learning technique that combines mul-
tiple base models with a meta-learner. Different from the
homogenous ensembles like bagging and boosting models
use the same type of learner, stacking is a typical represen-
tative of heterogeneous ensembles can provide better pre-
diction results than a single model. We proposed a stack-
ing model which combined three different predictive mod-
els (lightgbm,xgboost and random forest) as a base-learner
and Logistic Regression (LR) as a meta-learner. The struc-
ture of the stacking model was shown in Figure 2.

3. Results

Limited on the number of submissions, We cant test and
compare every single model and the stacking model with
different features and parameters setting. We mainly com-
pared lightgbm,as a typical boosting model and the stack-
ing model in the online hidden datasets.The method was
evaluated by using a novel metric that created for this chal-
lenge. The utility-based scoring metric[5] would reward
early detection or penalize false alarms. It is quite unlike
the tradition scoring metrics, the ideal value for the utility
score is 1, and higher values indicate better discrimination.

In the first experiment, 170 expanded features from 34
original variables, about 56000 samples were used to train
the lightgbm and stacking model. After testing full hidden
datasets online, The stacking model received a slight better
utility result than the single lightgbm (0.04 versus 0.02).

In the second experiment, we changed the feature di-
mension based on the first submission results.15 selected
features add their trend features to construct 30 features.
147172 hourly records from two hospitals as training sam-

Figure 2. structure of stacking model. Base-learner in-
cluded (lgb,xgb,rf) three models,each model trained input
data and generated predicted probability then concatenate
them to the meta-learner(LR) to train and got the last out-
put.

ples were employed. The stacking model score improved
to 0.14. Although the prediction effect of the stacking
model was not outstanding on the online test datasets. It
proved that the stacking model was better than a single
model to a certain extent and provided a new idea to pre-
dict sepsis at least.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We have developed a stacking model for the early 6-12
hours detection of sepsis from clinical data. Compared to
a single ensemble tree-based model, our method can pro-
vide a slight improvement utility-based score.The parame-
ters and structure of the model also need to be optimized to
get a better prediction. Early sepsis prediction for patients
in ICU is still a challenging but significant problem. A
stacking model was developed to predict 6-12 hour before
sepsis happening according to Sepsis-3 clinical criteria.
The proposed method provides a new forecasting idea and
has a slightly better result than a single ensemble model.
Moreover, We can also score the importance of each fea-
ture to find the impact factors that are closely related to
sepsis. The limitation of the model about generalization
ability needs to be improved. When dealing with real-
world clinical data, data preprocessing is more important.
Not only some domain knowledge to build meaningful fea-
ture engineering is needed, but how to deal with miss-



ing and imbalances medical data problem is worth study-
ing. Further studies will be conducted to more exploration
and data analysis work.Trying different fill strategies(e.g.
K-means clustering, Expectation maximization and Multi-
ple Imputation) for missing values and using oversampling
or undersampling methods for unbalanced data process-
ing, those are very worthy of comparison and exploration.
Moreover, model fusion methods about integrating deep
learning techniques, such as LSTM, which could learn the
intrinsic link between time series data, or other machine
learning models maybe produce a potential performance
improvement.
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